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Abstract.
Let S be the usual set of analytic, univalent,
normalized functions on the unit disk A. Let fe S. Then f is a
support point of S, if there exists a continuous linear functional J
on the space of analytic functions on A, y nonconstant on S, such
that ReJ(f)=màx{R.eJ(g):g
e S}. Theorem. Let f be a support
point ofS. Then fis analytic in the closed unit disk except for a pole
of order two at one point of the unit circle. The complement off(&)
is a single arc V, regular and analytic everywhere, tending to oo in
such a way that the angle between T and the radial direction is always
less than w/4. Near co, T can be described in the form 2n=-i<4'"
(0<f <<5, rf_,^0). In particular, T is asymptotic to a line d^t^+d,,.

Let A be the open unit disk of the complex plane C, and let J be a
continuous linear functional on the space of functions analytic on A.
(The continuity of / means that if gn-*-g uniformly on compact subsets
of A, then J(gn)->'J(g) in C.) We assume further that / does not have
the "trivial" form J(g)=«.g(0)+ßg'(0). Let S be the usual set of analytic
univalent functions g on A satisfying g(0)=0 and g'(0)=l. IffeS
we
shall say that fis a support point of S provided there exists a functional J
as described above such that

KeJ(f) = max{Re/(g):g e S}.
In geometrical language S has a "nontrivial"
passing through/

supporting

hyperplane

We shall establish the following theorem.
Theorem.

Let f be a support point of S. Then the following statements

hold.
I. fis analytic in the closed unit disk A except for a pole of order two
at one point of the unit circle 3A.
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II. C\/(A) is a single arc T, regular and analytic everywhere (including
the endpoint), tending to oo with increasing modulus. In fact the angle between T and the radius vector to any point of T is less than tt/4. ( We have
not established strict inequality at the endpoint of I\)

III. Near oo, T can be described in the form 2n=-xd„t" (0<f<<5,
d_17é0). In other words, T is regular and analytic at oo. In particular
is asymptotic to a line d_xt~x+d0.

T

Our principal tool will be the result of Schiffer (see [6], [7], and [9,
p. 401]) that C\/(A) consists of (countably many, regular) analytic arcs,
each admitting a parameterization satisfying the differential equation

(1)

J(f2l(f-w))(dw/dt)2

= w2.

(In particular we note that a bounded function cannot be a support
point of S.) This result is an easy consequence of Schiffer's lemma on
boundary variations [6] if one first shows that J(f2l(f— w)) is an analytic
function of w, not identically zero, in a suitable region containing C\/(A).
We prove the analyticity in Lemma 1 but we omit the (easy) proof that
J(f2Kf—w))=0 implies that J has the trivial form described above. We
shall also make use of the construction in [1]. Since these tools are not
restricted to the unit disk, appropriate modifications of our statements II
and III hold for more general regions. We expect (but have not proved)
the following result if A is replaced by a region Q. containing 0: Each arc
contained in C\fi(D.) is regular and analytic everywhere and has the
w/4 property of II, exactly one such arc is unbounded, and this arc has
the behavior at oo described in III.
Some well-known results that overlap our theorem are as follows.
In [2, p. 147] it is proven that if/has

the special form./(g)=2™=i

6vg(v)(0),

n^.2, then C\(/A) consists of finitely many analytic arcs with the 7r/4
property. In [5] it is shown that if/(g)=£<">(0)/rt!, n>2, then C\/(A)
consists of a single analytic arc asymptotic at oo to a line. In [8] (in the context of a region Q containing 0) Schiffer shows that if J(g)=gl7l>(Q)[n\,
n^.2, then J(f2)j¿0, and the unbounded component of C\/(Q) has an
asymptotic direction at oo. The only previous investigation of support
points per se is the important paper of A. Pfluger [4]. Among the many
results obtained is the following. If/is a support point of 5 (not Pfluger's
terminology), then C\/(A) is a single analytic arc with the 7r/4 property
(as described in II above but apparently not with strict inequality).
The proof given in [4] is considerably more difficult than our proof of II.
We shall divide the proof of our theorem into several lemmas. Throughout the proof / will denote a support point of S with respect to the

functional J.
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Lemma 1. J(f2l(f— w)) is an analytic function of w in the complement
of a compact subset o//(A).
Proof.
This is an immediate consequence of the following (known)
representation theorem for J: There exists a compact set Kc& and a
complex measure p such that J(g)=J k S dp for every g analytic on A.
The proof of this can be outlined as follows. Let {A*} be a sequence of
proper, concentric subdisks of A with (Jk Afc=A. Let

||gL = max{|g(Z)|:zeÄJ.
Then for some k, {1^(^)1/11^11*}
is bounded as g varies over the nonzero
analytic functions on A. By the Hahn-Banach theorem J extends to a
bounded linear functional on the Banach space of continuous functions
on Äfc.The Riesz representation theorem then gives the required measure
p.
The above proof generalizes easily to an arbitrary region. Specifically
for A, however, a more explicit result holds: There exists r, 0<r<l,
and
£ analytic on {z:|z|_r}u{oo} such that

J(g) = (1/2») [^g(re<9)F(reie) dB
for every g analytic on A. In other words, J(g)=J,n

g(z) = 2gnz"
n

Lemma 2. C\/(A)
increasing modulus.

and

g„F„, where

Hmsup|FB|1/»<l.
n-»co

consists of a single arc Y tending to co with strictly

Proof.
It is sufficient to show that C\/(A) does not contain two points
of equal modulus. (See [1].) Suppose this is false. Then, as shown in
[l],/is
not an extreme point of S. That is, there exist/,/
e S (fi7^f2)

and t e (0, 1) such that f=tfx+(\— t)f2. But the proof in [1] shows that
either/ or/2 is bounded, and a bounded function cannot be a support
point of S. Therefore we reach a contradiction by applying Re J to the
last equation.
Lemma 3.

Let w0 be the endpoint of Y and let w e Y\{w0}. Then

ReJ(f2l(f-w))>0.
Proof.
Let fw=wfl(w—f). Then/W e S and C\/„(A) consists of two
disjoint unbounded arcs. By Lemma 2 (applied to fw)fw is not a support

point of S. Therefore Re J(f„)<Re J(f). But f-fw=f2l(f-w),
desired inequality follows.
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Corollary
w0 and at oo.

1.

[February

T is regular and analytic everywhere except possibly at

Proof. The proof of Schiffer's lemma [6] shows that T is regular and
analytic at each point w such that J(f2¡(f— w))j¿0.
Corollary

2.

T has the tt/4 property of statement II.

Proof.
Lemma 3 and equation (1) yield Re[w'(i)/w(/)]2>0.
We observe that J(f2l(fi—w0)) can equal 0. For example if J is the 3rd
coefficient functional and/(z)=z/(l—z)2
(see [3]), then w0=—£ and

/„o(z)=z/(l +z)2. Hence J(f-fj=0.
Lemma 4.

V is analytic and regular at oo as described in III.

Proof.
Let T have the parameterization w(t) satisfying (1). We
choose an analytic square root function in a neighborhood of V and
define v(t)=w(t)-xn. Then (1) transforms into

(2)

J(f2l(v7 - l))(dvldtf = l

From the measure theoretic representation of J discussed in Lemma 1, it
is clear that J(f2¡(v2f—l)) is an analytic, even function of v in some
neighborhood of 0. Hence we can extract square roots appropriately in
(2) to obtain an equation of the form
vm(a0 + a2v2 + •■■) dvldt =1

(a0 * 0),

where m is a nonnegative integer and |i>(/)| is sufficiently small. (Professor

Schiffer has kindly informed us that his result J(f2)¿£0 of [7], where /
is an «th coefficient functional, will generalize to the present context.
Moreover a proof for general J subsequently appeared in [4]. Assuming
this, one obtains m=0, and the reasoning below becomes simpler. We
have preferred, however, to keep the paper independent of this comparatively difficult result.) If we assume that w(t)->-oo (v(t)->-0) as /-*-0+,
integration of the last equation leads to
_£jl_

m+ \

„«h-i +

_£s_

„7,1+3 +

...

_

t

(flo #

0)

m+ 3

for t sufficiently small and positive. We then obtain successively
(bxv + b3v3 +■■■ )-+» = /
V = C1í,/<m+1> + C3t3/lm+x> +

■■ •

w = í/_2í-2/<m+1> + d0 + i/2/2/<m+1> + • • •

(bx * 0),
(Cx9* 0),

(d_2 # 0).

If we now replace /2/(m+1)by /, and d2n by dn («_ — I), we obtain III.
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We remark that if m=0 (which indeed must be the case) a calculation

gives d_x=-4J(f2) and d0=J(f3)¡3J(f2).
Lemma 5.

Proof.

T is analytic and regular at its endpoint w0.

If J(f2l(f-w0))^0,

the function w(t) satisfying (1) is the

required parameterization.
Otherwise fWo=w0fl(w0—f) is a support
point of S. (See Lemma 3.) Let p be the parameterization of C\/Wo(A)
near co assured by Lemma 4, and let l(w)=wowl(w0—w). Then /_1 op
is as required.
We remark that J(f2j(f—w0))=0 actually implies that Y lies on a
straight line through the origin and this in turn implies that/is a Koebe
function. Indeed the proof of this, given by Schiffer for /=«th coefficient
(see [9, pp. 403-405]), is valid for any continuous linear /. (See also

[4, pp. 24-25].)
Our final lemma is an elaboration of statement I of the theorem.
Lemma 6. There are two points z0 and zx on the unit circle 3A such that
(i) fis analytic on Ä except for a pole of order 2 at z1;
(ii) f—w0 has a zero of order 2 at z0,
(iii) /' is nonvanishing on each of the two open arcs (z0, zy), and f maps
each closed arc [z0, z,] univalently onto ru{oo}.

Proof.
By means of three elementary conformai maps and
Carathéodory's theorem [2, p. 44] on boundary correspondence of Jordan
domains under conformai mappings, we conclude that/has a continuous
extension to a map from Ä into the Riemann sphere Cu{co}, thatf~1(w0)
and/_1(oo) are single points z0 and zx, and that/maps
each arc [z0, zx]
univalently onto ru{oo). But we have shown (Lemma 2, Corollary 1,
Lemma 4, Lemma 5) that ru{oo} is a regular, Jordan analytic arc.
Therefore we can continue/through
3A by routine reflection arguments.
In doing so we note that the extended function is locally two-to-one at
z0 and zx, and locally univalent elsewhere on 3A. Thus our lemma follows
and the proof of the theorem is complete.
The authors would like to thank Professor Richard Hornblower for
several stimulating conversations.
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